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About This Game

The next entry in the side-scrolling action game series Double Dragon is finally here!
The story picks up after the elimination of the Black Warriors in Double Dragon II!

Experience all-new exhilarating action with the original old-school graphics!
Use the art of Sou-Setsu-Ken to rescue the kidnapped Marian!

Plus, new enemy characters including ninjas, karate masters, and sumo wrestlers,
none of which have been seen in Double Dragon before!

There are lots of extra modes, too! Cool new features fans have been waiting for!
Playable enemy characters, VS Mode, Tower Mode, and even more!
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Great old school game.. Here's answers to the questions I had when I bought this:

The game is not as good as Double Dragon 2 from any point of view. The graphics are weaker, the level design is weaker, the
mechanics are weaker. It's all worse. It's more like a fan game.

Although the game looks and plays like Double Dragon 2 for NES, some mechanics have changed. The punch button and kick
buttons are the same regardless of direction. The kick is forwards. The jump was made very floaty. The knee and mid-air
spinkick are now easily executed with a single button. (You can even chain flying knees together forever with zero difficulity).
There are also some other additional moves that have been added.

I was able to finish the entire game in 60 minutes. I paid $5 for it half off and I feel I got about that much enjoyment out of it. If
you loved Double Dragon 2 and want more and don't mind the quality dip then pick it up. It's familiar enough.

Alt-Enter will fullscreen it. Press left\/right on main menu to choose english. Press enter on the play option for mission select..
A bigger half of me, regret buying this game.

In short, imagine Double Dragon 2 from NES done worse.

Some sounds missing, ghost crates from time to time, a lot of enemies, that overpower You just because they zerg You.

Really, if You have any DD game that You enjoy, stay with it. Buy this only if You have no access to any DD game.
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